SENATE HOPEFULS FACE STUDENTS

O'Dwyer's Goal: Peace

Paul O'Dwyer, Democratic Senatorial Candidate, called the war in Vietnam a disaster in a speech given on Friday, October 18, in the new gym.

He stated that when the New York Times describes him as a one issue candidate, he answers "That's the surest thing you have ever heard."

Some facts about Alabama.

Alabama has the highest rate of murder, among the lowest workman's compensation, unemployment benefits, in per capita money for education and has no minimum wage. He doubted if Wallace would get the 35% of New York's vote as the polls indicate.

Nixon was also lambasted for saying that dissent would be allowed in his administration. O'Dwyer said that, "The question of dissent is not his to behold or bestow." If Nixon became President, there would be a great deal of dissent and we would be proud of it.

O'Dwyer also spoke about the new politics. He stated that he was responding to the youth of the country. The youth of today are more concerned over the next 5 years than the last 20. O'Dwyer urged that 18 year olds be given the vote.

Some facts about the convention were also mentioned. He was proud of the fact that the 190 delegates from N.Y. to the convention cast all of its votes to eliminate racism and the unit rule in the Democratic party. He was pleased that the New Yorkers voted 148-12 for the Peace plank.

O'Dwyer felt that although Eugene McCarthy was not nominated it was still a good and worthwhile year. It was a year when problems could be discussed openly, when the people could decide foreign policy and when we couldn't quit. O'Dwyer supported the actions of N.Y., California, Wisconsin, New Hampshire, and Julian Bond's Georgia delegation at the convention.

His speech was interrupted by Vic Looper.

O'Dwyer Spoke To about 1,500 at a rally held for him in the gym. Photo by Caator

Faith Evans Calls For Participation

Faith Evans, the Troy civil rights leader involved in a civil liberties case, spoke before interested students last Wednesday on young white people's involvement with the problems of the black ghetto.

He was sponsored by SBA and the Student-Faculty Committee for Equal Opportunity.

Evans' main point was that all people in a position to do so should become actively involved in helping the people trapped in the ghetto.

Evans, sentenced to six months in jail for obstructing government administration, has received much financial aid for legal expenses from sympathetic persons.

He said he would go to jail tomorrow, though, if that same money would go to some other black person in a situation not as publicized as his.

Evans spoke for an hour and a half on varied subjects and allowed time at the end for questions. The statement he made which brought forth the most comments, was his non-stand on Vietnam.

Contrary to Eldridge Cleaver, whom he admires very much, Evans doesn't care if black people are drafted and sent to Vietnam, or about their deaths.

He is more concerned with the black person dying in the ghetto of a rat bite, of tuberculosis, without manhood or pride.

He even felt it was a good thing that they go to Vietnam, because those are the people like the ones who returned from Korea, who still demand and help bring about a change in the present system.

People argue with Evans, bringing up the point that the same political structure that is killing black people in Vietnam is killing them in the ghetto, too. He said the people in the ghettos are not even ready to think about Vietnam; they are too concerned with the problem of survival.

Evans wants to bring them to the point where they can even think about Vietnam as an issue.

Faith Evans Stated that he has received financial gifts for his legal expenses resulting from his conviction of obstructing government administration. Photo by Steiner

Taxing Questions Tomorrow

Javits: His Own Man

Jacob Javits, the New York Republican candidate for re-election to the Senate, on a tour through the Capitol District Friday, addressed a group of student here.

The crowd, composed mostly of O'Dwyer supporters, was commended by Javits for demonstrating its spirit. Commenting on the functional architecture, Senator Javits called the University "Rockefeller's monument to history."

Javits noted what he believed to be the three most important issues: Vietnam, tranquility in the cities, and the economic situation.

He noted his special appeals to President Johnson to end the bombing of North Vietnam altogether as the first step to negotiations.

He also recommended the inclusion of the National Liberation Front in the South Vietnamese elections, and stressed the fact that the United States must be willing to accept the results of such elections, even if they were not favorable to our side.

In introducing the issue of "law and order" Javits immediately ruled out George Wallace as a solution.

Referring to law enforcement during riots, Javits stated that the riots and looting are problems that involve deep social implications. However, the truth must be faced, and the fact is that a looter breaks the law. No matter how sympathetic we may be with the ringer's reasons, justice must be dispensed.

He strongly endorsed the Kenton Report on Civil Disorders, which he feels the present administration has not taken into account.

Javits mentioned his role in the passage of the "Safe Streets and Crime Control Act." He noted that was just a beginning in regard to what must still be done.

He favors modernization of police training and equipment, and is interested in attracting more highly educated people into law enforcement fields.

In dealing with the urban crisis, Javits feels that the cont. p.3.
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Grape Strikers By Students At

Supported Rally

Boycott of grapes is trying to workers was presented by one of the growers is through the management has refused to stop buying the grape pickers. It was also suggested that the students become vocal and take action to support the grape pickers. If necessary, they suggested, refuse to eat any grapes which are served in the dining halls.

Who's Who Elections This Week

Fifty-one seniors were selected by a screening committee and approved by the Central Council. Who's Who elections will be held at the Brothers' headquarters on North Pearl Street. The nominees were selected by a screening committee and approved by Central Council.

Who's Who will be held at the Brothers' headquarters on North Pearl Street. The nominees were selected by a screening committee and approved by Central Council.
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Jackie Barred From Church Sacraments

VATICAN CITY (UPI)—Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis knowingly violated Roman Catholic Church law in marrying a divorced man and then went out from sacraments of the church, an official Vatican spokesman said. He added that to use the term "excommuni- cated," is "clear that when a Catholic marries a divorced man, he is violating the law of the church." Mag. Ferruccio Sepe, a Vatican press office, said, "It is not a question of excommunication. It is what is termed in canon law an irregular situation.

An irregular situation means that a Catholic can still go to church and pray but cannot receive communion or partici- pate in other sacraments. This is less serious than excommuni- cation, which cuts a person totally from the life of the church.

Onassis's statement was the first official comment from the Vatican on the marriage of the 39-year-old widow of John F. Kennedy to Aristotle Onassis, 61-year-old Greek multimillion- aire.

HHH Nears Stretch, Campaigns In New York

BY JOHN HALL

New York State Senator Robert H. Humphrey began his stretch drive for the presidency Tuesday night with a full day with a listless outdoor rally and an appeal for help from New York's divided Democratic party. The vice president, bidding strongly for New York's crucial 43 electoral votes, made his third appearance here in two weeks and spoke to about 200 local Democratic leaders New York could be one of the clubs which tips the balance.

For himself, Humphrey said sometimes get out of bed in the morning and face the "heartache" of a divided party and the obstacles of a long campaign.

"I'm not about to let Richard Millhouse Nixon become president."

Later, Humphrey stood hatless and barefoot amid a chilly noontime rally in Herald Square and told a crowd of about 10,000, "You never had it any better than you had under a Democratic administra- tion and you know it.

There was applause throughout the 30-minute speech.

O'Dwyer Elicits Hardy Applause

cont. from p. 1
countless times during the rally and the audience ovation by the crowd of about 13,000 when he left.

Before O'Dwyer spoke, the audience was entertained by Tom Paxton, a folksinger, Mine Brodsky, a dancer, and Dr. and Mrs. Richard Whitley, also folksingers.

Paxton is a nationally known folksinger and has appeared in behalf of O'Dwyer. Most of his songs were anti-war or were relevant to the current situation in America.

Ms. Loy, an actress, stated the reasons why she was for O'Dwyer, described him as a man of compassion and a person that is not afraid to speak his mind.

The Willkies and Brodsky are all local people. Wilkie is a speech teacher at the University and Brodsky is a dance teacher.

TOM PAXTON made his second appearance at the University in a year last weekend. A noted folk singer, he sang war protest songs at the O'Dwyer Rally. Photo by Peterson

Council Supports Anti-War Week Approves Grape Boycott Policy

The New York State chairman of the Young Socialist Alliance, Daniel Rosenshine, talked to a group of interested students at a lecture Tuesday, October 16, titled "The Topic from Student Revolt to Socialist Revolution."

Rosenshine said that he believes there exists today, a world wide student revolution and specifically in the U.S., this student revolt began on the college campuses in protests against demonstrations against the war. According to Rosenshine, the student revolt is becoming a world wide socialist revolution, and people in other countries are

informed by Central Council that as it boycott is terminated.

The Council also encourages the student body to boycott grapes or grape products by refusing to buy or consume grapes or grape products in any form or off campus.

Council dropped the requirement that members of the Student Association for future Who's Who candidates. A list of 51 candidates for this year's Who's Who was accepted at that time.

Some other action in the meeting was concern with the recent actions of the Faculty Senate. One general resolution was passed in which the Faculty Senate called upon the Federal Reserve Board to use its power to take over in the U.S. for the good of the people because what America needs is a capitalist society with certain democratic rights, but it does not believe democracy and capitalism can exist together in one society.

When asked who are "incompatible" Rosenshine answered, "the capitalists do not respect human rights."

Rosenshine predicts the eventual take over of the U.S.

Electors this week will be held for the New York "From Student Revolt to Socialist Revolution"

It is our duty to re-educate the world, Rosenshine said. "The present generation is the right of the U.S. to intervene in countries. throughout the world.

In short, Rosenshine said that the people of Vietnam have been fighting a war to rid their country of foreign control. Rosenshine spoke briefly on the recent Communist victory against Russian dominance, saying that what the people really wanted was more socialism (anti-capitalist) society, not a more westernized society.

The Young Revolutionary Communism, said Rosenshine, is the French counterpart to the Young Socialist Alliance in America. And, in France after the strike and riots of this past May over here, the Communist Party of France prepared a "liberal capitalist government" for the country.

In an interview with Rosenshine it is clear that in no way do the traditional socialists advocate violent revolution as a means to accomplish their objectives.

On the contrary, Rosenshine said, "We believe in peaceful democratic change."

The Young Revolutionary Communism believes in a world wide student revolution. And specifically in the U.S., this student revolt began on the college campuses in protests against demonstrations against the war. According to Rosenshine, the student revolt is becoming a world wide socialist revolution, and people in other countries are.

The U.S. for the courage to take over in the U.S. for the good of the people because what America needs is a capitalist society with certain democratic rights, but it does not believe democracy and capitalism can exist together in one society.

When asked who are "incompatible" Rosenshine answered, "the capitalists do not respect human rights."

Rosenshine predicts the eventual take over of the U.S.

by Gale McAllister

Named as the topic "From Student Revolt to Socialist Revolution."

"Less Satisfying Dates}
Communications

False Alarm

To the Editor:

Tuesday night we girls of Whitman Hall experienced a false alarm. Happening a little over an hour and a half after a "planned" fire drill, it was an unpleasant surprise. The reason for this latter is not to condemn whoever set off the alarm. Instead, I would like to make public two reasons.

Most of us had returned to sleep between 12:15 and 1:45 AM, when the fire alarm sounded again. Sound asleep in our beds, we awoke to hear the alarm bell. It has been said that this has always been true. The sound cannot penetrate two fire doors into our bedrooms.

Luckily, the girls were still awake. They shook others out of bed and force them into the cool, moldy air outside. Too, Mike Friedman, the director of Anthony and Cooper Halls, made it stop two flights of stairs later.

The second point of importance is one which has long been discussed: the reason that merely that the pizza man must wait a few hundred feet to deliver lukewarm pizza. The fire alarm in locked gates. They had to detract by way of the podium. Perhaps in case of emergency they would not have arrived in time.

For the safety of all of us, true alarms must be kept open. Next time may not be a false alarm!

(Miss) Bernie Schwartzberg

On Rosenberg

To the Editor:

The Albany Student Press and the Association Budget Committee have already organized the "Home Army" under Gen. Tadeusz Komorowski (the famous "General Bor" of the Warsaw Rebellion of 1944) and the "People's Army." Several Polish army-in-exile workers have also organized a student association, the PWUAA640 have 'exemptions to the assessment fee for the coming year. This gives us a financial basis on which to establish the student association and you go into debt.

With the increased budgets, becomes increasingly hard to present better concerts, publications, mixes, speakers and programs for all organizations. With the mandatory tax, the budgets for all groups can be established at a level to allow all programming.

The Albany Student Press was in reporters and editors on the Student Association of the State University of New York at Albany. The ASP office, located in Room 382 of the Campus Center at 1400 Washington Avenue, is open from 7-12 p.m. Sunday thru Thursday. assistant editors: Advertising Manager

New Editor Arts Editor Sports Editor Technical Editor UPI Wire Editor Associate News Editor Assistant Student Editor Assistant Arts Editor Photography Editor Business Manager Advertising Manager Circulation Editor Executive Editors

All communications must be addressed to the editor and must be signed. Communications should be limited to 500 words and are subject to editing. The Albany Student Press assumes no responsibility for opinions expressed in its columns and communications unexpressed do not necessarily reflect its views. Funded by SA tax.
The most common complaint on campus is the constant criticism of Food Service. Students, however, have no understanding or appreciation of the situation. Upon investigating the problem one soon surmises that the criticisms are founded on fantasy, not fact. Last week in an interview with Peter Halsey of Food Service, we learned the facts, however, at least everything that we ate was present and not overcooked. On the whole, our complaints seem to be unfounded, and we can advise everyone to stop fretting over Food Service. Selective preference does not indicate low quality.

When the quality of the food seems lower than average this may be due to any number of problems beyond the control of Food Service. People coming in late on an average are probably in a hurry and expect to get hot plates for some time; suppliers are often low on supplies and suppliers that have been delayed by traffic jams fail to get deliveries; and at times the kitchen is understaffed due to illness. Furthermore, considering the extremely low student cost per meal, it is nice to be able to get a meal every day.

The students are not staggering.
University Theatre is Thornton Livingston. The statue was presented to the University by the Albany personified in the figure of George Antrobus. He is Adam, Noah, in fact every great hero of humanity. His wife Eva bears him two boys and a girl, but Cain or Henry, the older murders his brother. A maid, likewise awed by the university. Returning to the suburban home, a gathering, the theme of his talk discussed was of the fall semester is Independence, and was United States Minister to France. He was was known as a sculptor in his time. The collection now in the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, remains his greatest work.

The studio was located in Albany, and from there came a series of major sculptures. However, for a few months, he established a studio in Paris, to work on his studies for his bronze statue of Livingston.

Music from Marlboro" was the title of the program presented by Music Council last Saturday night in Page Hall.

The performance of the various artists was on, the whole, thoroughly enjoyable, although there were some distractions.

The program opened with a Quartet by Mozart (in D Major for flute and strings, K. 385— for those who can't really miss out. This was a lovely piece and well done, too. The performers held the audience attention throughout.

The best was saved for last. Introduction and Allegro for Harp, Flute, Clarinet, and Bongos Quartet (a regular Chamber orchestra?) by Ravel.

One complaint about the program card: It told us that these selections were on Columbia Records, but it neglected to tell us which ones.

Lecture Series

On Music

William Thomas McKinley, pianist and composer, who joined the University's music department last fall, will present two in a series of three lectures November 1 and 8. The lecture will be given at 8:30 p.m. in room 275, Campus Center. They are offered by the University's music department.

"The lecture, "Current Techniques of Jazz Improvisation in Its Historical Perspective," will be accompanied by a demonstration, during which Mr. McKinley will be assisted by guest John Lisiaurer, saxophone player, and Roger Arsen and Frank Bennett, percussionists.

"The Areight Trio (in A minor, Op. 77) by Beethoven, which was all right, but I think that the students could have done just as well without the heavy breathing of the violinist.

The fourth and final half of the concert featured Heidi Lehrwalder, harpist, Debussy's Sonata for Flute, Violin and Harp was the first work played by Frank Levey.

Broadway Enlightenments

By Frank Levey

David Black, producer of such Broadway hits as "The Impossible Years," "The Knack," and "Sordid Lives," who is the guest of State Quadrangle this week. Mr. Black is a graduate of Harvard University. He was impressed with the students when he spent an hour tour of the campus. He was accompanied by his eleven-year-old daughter Sophie who was likewise invited by the university. Students and Producers' Jack Shepleon, Jeff Pankin, and Jeff Sandquist were Black's hosts for the day and were greatly responsible for the excellent show enjoyed by both students as well as the producers.

The lecture, "The Role of the Broadway Producer," was given in the State Quad Room at 4 p.m. and was an interesting behind the scenes look at the immense involvement in mounting a Broadway production by a producer. Black, using his present book, "George M!" illustrated several points also mentioned in "Fire!" which he discovered at Brandeis University during his time in Broadway this year. Black, very interested in college drama, disclosed that his next musical, based on the life of W.C. Fields is being written by a Harvard student. Both the parents and students witnessing the lecture participated in an informal question and answer period and seemed to leave having spent a pleasurable hour.

In several discussions with the students he disclosed several interesting suggestions and ideas for bringing Broadway and the University a little closer together.

AN OPEN INVITATION

Forum Series on The Theme

THE RELIGIOUS MAN FACES CURRENT ISSUES

Opening Program, Sunday, October 27, 8:00 P.M.

DR. DANIEL JEREMY SILVER

The Temple, Cleveland, Ohio speaking on

"What's So Special About Jews;

Relevance of the Mission Idea"

Pianists: Dr. Edward LeClair
Department of History, R.P.I.
Dr. F.V. Morgenstern,
Rensselaer County Mental Health Director

Temple Beth Emeth

For Transportation

100 Academy Road

Call 436-9761

No Admission Charge

FRIDAY, OCT. 18

Hillside Concert "A Musical Potpourri"

Said to be a good flutist or it's pointless to try, it had been listening to it on a record when the audience could have done just as well without the heavy breathing of the violinist.

7:30 p.m.

Tower East Cinema-State Quad

Museum Loans

University Statue

Of Livingston

The statue of Robert Livingston, created by Erastus Dow Palmer, was dedicated to the University on a long-term basis by the Albany Institute of History and Art. The presentation took place on Friday, October 18th at Livingston Tower.

The sculpture itself is the original plaster figure made by Palmer in 1874. Two bronze castings were made from this original copy. It was placed in Washington D.C. at the Court of Appeals.

Norman Rice, President of the Institute, presented the statue at 2 p.m. Marie Shewaire and Linda Bacon, co-chairmen of the Tower gallon, accepted the sculpture.

Livingston was born in New York City in 1716. He helped draw up the Declaration of Independence, and was United States Minister to France. He was the founder and first president of the American Philosophical Society for Fine Arts, and had a wide range of intellectual interests and hobbies.

The artist, Erastus Dow Palmer, was well-known sculptor in his time. The sculpture was commissioned by a group in the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, New remains his greatest work.

His studio was located in Albany, and from there came a series of major sculptures. However, for a few months, he established a studio in Paris, to work on his studies for his bronze statue of Livingston.

Music from Marlboro" was the title of the program presented by Music Council last Saturday night in Page Hall.

The performance of the various artists was on, the whole, thoroughly enjoyable, although there were some distractions.

The program opened with a Quartet by Mozart (in D Major for flute and strings, K. 385— for those who can't really miss out. This was a lovely piece and well done, too. The performers held the audience attention throughout.

The best was saved for last. Introduction and Allegro for Harp, Flute, Clarinet, and Bongos Quartet (a regular Chamber orchestra?) by Ravel.

One complaint about the program card: It told us that these selections were on Columbia Records, but it neglected to tell us which ones.

Lecture Series

On Music

William Thomas McKinley, pianist and composer, who joined the University's music department last fall, will present two in a series of three lectures November 1 and 8. The lecture will be given at 8:30 p.m. in room 275, Campus Center. They are offered by the University's music department.

"The lecture, "Current Techniques of Jazz Improvisation in Its Historical Perspective," will be accompanied by a demonstration, during which Mr. McKinley will be assisted by guest John Lisiaurer, saxophone player, and Roger Arsen and Frank Bennett, percussionists.

"The Areight Trio (in A minor, Op. 77) by Beethoven, which was all right, but I think that the students could have done just as well without the heavy breathing of the violinist.

The fourth and final half of the concert featured Heidi Lehrwalder, harpist, Debussy's Sonata for Flute, Violin and Harp was the first work played by Frank Levey.

Broadway Enlightenments

By Frank Levey

David Black, producer of such Broadway hits as "The Impossible Years," "The Knack," and "Sordid Lives," who is the guest of State Quadrangle this week. Mr. Black is a graduate of Harvard University. He was impressed with the students when he spent an hour tour of the campus. He was accompanied by his eleven-year-old daughter Sophie who was likewise invited by the university. Students and Producers' Jack Shepleon, Jeff Pankin, and Jeff Sandquist were Black's hosts for the day and were greatly responsible for the excellent show enjoyed by both students as well as the producers.

The lecture, "The Role of the Broadway Producer," was given in the State Quad Room at 4 p.m. and was an interesting behind the scenes look at the immense involvement in mounting a Broadway production by a producer. Black, using his present book, "George M!" illustrated several points also mentioned in "Fire!" which he discovered at Brandeis University during his time in Broadway this year. Black, very interested in college drama, disclosed that his next musical, based on the life of W.C. Fields is being written by a Harvard student. Both the parents and students witnessing the lecture participated in an informal question and answer period and seemed to leave having spent a pleasurable hour.

In several discussions with the students he disclosed several interesting suggestions and ideas for bringing Broadway and the University a little closer together.
Soccer Team Drops Fifth; Plattsburgh 6-0 Victor

Saturday, the Great Danes traveled to Plattsburgh to meet the ninth rank team in the state and did not fare too well. The final score was 6-0, but Albany showed good strong play at many times throughout the game. Plattsburgh was led by two strong footed foreign boys who scored all of their goals.

Joel Volinski started and played a fine game at right fullback making many aggressive tackles and sparking the offense at different times. Joel, a sophomore, has been improving game by game and now seems certain to earn himself a starting position next season.

Al Rosenberg, who has been steadily improving, was ill with a stomach virus and could not make the trip. This also weakened the team's depth. The season's record now stands at 1-5-1 with Utica coming up today at 4:00 at the latter's field.

Cheerleaders

Wanted for State Teams

All undergraduate students who are interested in cheerleading for the basketball season are eligible to try out for the two cheerleading squads. All places on the squads are open to freshmen and upperclassmen alike, and to men and women. This method of organization is new to Albany and should result in a high quality of crowd leadership and vocal support for the teams.

An organizational meeting is scheduled for Thursday, October 24, in the second floor gymnasium of the physical education center. A series of practices will be held before the try-out session. Those who attend should wear shorts and sweaters.

Women's Field Hockey Scores Two Victories

Albany State shut out Oneonta on Wednesday, October 9, by the score of 8-0. Pat Tavtigan, Carol Wiley, and Connie Power scored two goals each, while Dotty O'Hara and half-back Connie Carpenter were responsible for the other two. The following Saturday, Albany tied Plattsburgh 2-2 on its home field. The game was extremely vigorous and good work was exhibited by Albany's defensive half-backs and full-backs. Albany defeated Green Mountain College for the second season in a row on October 15, taking them by the score of 3-1. Carol Wiley and Pam Kelley were responsible for Albany's goals, and again, the Albany defense played a very fine game. This hockey team traveled to Potsdam on October 19 and lost 9-2. The girls, who played in a steady downpour, fought back from a 5-0 first half yet did not score enough to win the game.

Albany's next game will be played at Vassar on Wednesday October 23, and the team will return to its home field on Friday to play New Paltz at 4 p.m.

Create Tradition Don't Settle For It Rush Beja TH9 SSGMA Meet In Fraternity Lounge Stuyvesant Tower 12th Floor Thurs 6:00

A Free Season Pass To Haystack For Only A Little Work

Haystack Needs A "Rep" On The State University Campus.

Interested? First Come Gets The Job.

Call 802 464-3311

---

Springer A Leader On And Off Field

Not many times do you find a person who is not only a good athlete, but a scholar too. Here at Albany, there is such a person in the name of Craig Springer.

The 5'11", 165 pound senior from Levittown Memorial High School in Levittown, New York not only won a varsity letter in soccer, wrestling and track in high school, but was also named an athlete-scholar in 1965 by the Long Island Press.

At Albany, Craig, who is a resident assistant, is a member of both the wrestling and soccer teams.

Although he is a fine athlete, Craig, who is a math major, seems to center his athletic achievements in the classroom. His academic honors include making Dean's List from 1966-67 and receiving the James Ward Scholarship.

Craig, who is a member of STC also belongs to the elite society of Myakana and serves on the Pan-Hellenic Council.

On the soccer team, Craig has played both outside wing and fullback, his present position. He has, in his play, proven himself to be a steady performer for the squad.

His wrestling prowess has also been established by his consistent performance on the mats. In his freshman year, Craig was awarded the Tiger-Tail Award which is given to the freshman wrestler with the most take-downs during the year.

Craig is truly a special kind of person and will undoubtedly succeed in anything he ventures into after his graduation from college.

---

Frosh Cross Country Drops Heartbreaker

by Tony Cantore

The frosh cross country team suffered a heartbreaking defeat last Saturday at the hands of a fine Colgate frosh team. The final score saw the Albany State harriers defeated by the narrow margin of one point, Colgate 27 and Albany 28.

Assistant coach Tony Cantore was highly disappointed with the team's performance. "We lost the meet, but not the game," said Cantore. "We came as close as possible to making the nationals and we did what we could." He added, "We need to start working on our form and get rid of our mental block."
Defensive Battles Reign
In League I Competition
by Dave Fish
Tappan Hall and STB squared off Thursday in a must game for both teams if they were to stay close in the APA in the fight for League I honors.

The first half was characterized by the failure of either team to sustain a drive. There were many fine individual efforts though featuring outstanding offensive and defensive by Tony Tibaldi and Royce Van Evum of Tappan and by Al Herzeich and quarterback Larry Meyers of STB. Tappan received in the second half but its opening drive was shortcircuit and Dick Woyteck made an alert interception of a Cass Galka pass. Three straight completions, two to Mike Pavy, gave STB the ball in Tappan territory but the Trojans were short.

It did, however, put STB in a hole from which they were unable to escape. The ball changed hands three times before any minute told.

They did not hold onto the ball long, however, as Steve Pave intercepted for Tappan. They could not move the ball and punting gave STB the pigskin with George Bibb deep in their own territory. An interception by Tibaldi gave Tappan the ball on the STB twenty yard line with twenty-six seconds to go.

On second down, a field goal attempt by Bibb was wide as time ran out. The Trojans, 9-0, dominated the game from the beginning.

This tie left both teams with identical 2-0-0 won-loss-tied records. Neither is, as yet, eliminated from contention but both would have to win their remaining games to defeat powerful APA in the process to produce a tie for first place.

Listen To Head Card
For Heart Transplants
PITTSBURGH (UPI) — Boxing promoter Archie Litman announced Monday Roger Blocher, of Fort Worth, Texas, will oppose Sonny Liston in a Nov. 12 benefit fight for Ben Aniolak, Pennsylvania’s first heart transplant patient.

Proceeds from the fight, to be held at the Civic Arena, will go to Aniolak’s family. Blocher has a record of 26 wins and 11 losses, scoring 13 of his victories by knockouts. In recent fights he lost a close decision to Henry Clark and knocked out Bill McMurray twice.

Liston took Clark in a TKO in the seventh round while Mike Murray was seen in Pittsburgh two years ago when he was knocked out by Floyd Patterson.

The fight will be part of a two-fight television package with Pittsburgh blacked out. The other television fight will originate from Fort Worth, Texas.